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President Jones Releases White Paper, Proposes Major Changes
The Academic Helix

The Social Helix

MATT MAINULI '13

MADELINE BAUM '14

NEWS EDITOR

NEWS EDITOR

With the validity of a liberal arts
education in peril, President James F.
Jones Jr. proposed drastic academic as
well as social changes to Trinity
College in "To Reweave the Helices:
Trinity's DNA by Our Two-Hundredth
Birthday." The 36-page white paper
written for the faculty retreat in
October outlines everything from the
smallest of changes to the largest of
plans for an academic and social
realignment.
In
the
sectioned
titled
"Transformational
DNA:
The
Academic Helix," Jones puts forth his
ideas for a Trinity College where aca·
demic excellence is not the exception,
but the norm. He begins by examining
the First Year Program, stressing the
need for students to start their Trinity
education before they have even wan·
dered down The Long Walk.

"In order to do the best we possibly
can for the students [. . .] and to insure
Trinity's future for the next century,
everything must change except the
need for change," writes President
James F. Jones Jr. in his recently
released White Paper, "To Reweave the
Helices: Trinity's DNA by Our Two·
Hundredth Birthday."
With Trinity's two-hundredth birth·
day just 12 years away, President
Jones outlines potential solutions to
bring Trinity closer to a more academ ·
ically and socially sound institution.
Jones suggests that Trinity's DNA
must be "rewoven." Trinity's D NA,
made up of an academic and a social
h elix, can only be rewoven if changes
are made to both of t h e entwined
helices.
In Jones' first section, he draws the
pictu re of a mor e academically rigorous
COURTESY OF MATT MAINULI '13

see PRESIDENT on page 7

President James F. Jones, Jr. published The White Paper, documenting changes he wishes to see at Trinity by 2023.

see SOCIAL on page 7

Green Peace Candidate Visits,
Discusses "Legal Personhood"
GEORGE PHILLIPS '14
FEATURES CONTRIBUTOR

In a time of protest against exces·
sive wealth and corporatism, Trinity
College played host to 2008 Green
P arty p residential candidate David
Cobb, whose words proved ap ropos to
t h e Occupy protests takin g place
acr oss t h e n ation.
I n the wake of his third party run
fo r t h e White House, Cobb came to
Trinity to discu ss h is newest project,
Move to Amen d. The goal of the move·
men t is to obtain a constitutional
a m endmen t t h at would exclu de corpo·
rations from the current definition of
"legal personhood".

After the 2009 Supreme Court decision in Citizens United v. U.S. gave
first amendment rights regarding free
speech, and therefore the right to
donate undisclosed and unlimited
sums of money to political campaigns
as a form of free speech.
Cobb started the Move to Amend
movement, and in the wake of the
Occu py protests, it has rapidly mobi·
lized a coalition of followers . Cobb's
lectu re centered on the political
philosophies behind the Move to
Amend movement, and began the

see GREEN on page 11

Film "Sarah's Key" Explores
Emotion, Human Nature
RO SEMARY PERALTA '13
ARTS CONTRIBUTOR

see RARE on page 6

Broach the topic of the Holocaust
and be prepared to receive either
solemn silence or a reluctance to
speak of it. For such a young director,
Gilles Paquet· Brenner, who has only
been active since 2001, took on a seri·
ous risk with his 2010 film, "Sarah's
Key."
The film is based on Tatiana de
Rosnay's novel, "Her Name Was
Sarah," which tells a different type of
Holocaust story, one that feels closer
to our modern day lives without
sounding like a sermon.
P UBLISHED BY THE STUDENTS OF

TRJ

ITY SINCE

1904

It is this particular aspect that sets
"Sarah's Key" aside from other film s
in its genre. Paquet · Brenner is not
merely attempting to remind us of the
horror that Jews endured in Europ e.
Rather, he is emphasizing that
events like this still haunt people gen·
er a tions down the line and that
regardless of what w e might like to
think about human nature, one ca n
s till ob serve what he calls "sepa ·
ratism" in society.
The film follow s the ob s essive

see POIGNANT on page 12
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Tripod Editorial
The Great Mistake of Doing Nothing
With
the
release
of
President Jones' white paper, I
expect there to be a lot of chatter around campus. There
assuredly will be questions
asked, debates in dorm rooms,
conversations over dinners the topic will be on many student's tongues. And why
shouldn't it be?
The white paper proposes a
rather extensive number of
changes to every aspect of the
Trinity that we know and love,
and there is not a single mem her of the Trinity community
who would remain unaffected
by these changes being ushered into reality.
Amongst all of the discussions that will be occurring
throughout campus, I have
only one request - that not all
of them remain solely between
friends and peers.
This marks a period of
change that goes far beyond
what has occurred at this college in recent memory, and
requires discussion by each
and every member of the community openly and without
hesitation.
I implore you to speak your
mind regarding these alterations; whether you express
support or opposition, these
changes affect everyone and

thus everyone's opinion is
important. We are all a part of
this college and so we all must
have a say in what it becomes.
Do not stay quiet and expect
others to speak out for you or
else nothing will be done, and
the modifications made may
not be the ones that you desire.
Though I do not want to
beat a dead horse I briefly will
utilize this space - as many
have done before me - to
express how essential it is for
Trinity students to become
involved and speak out
regarding the things they
deem significant throughout
campus.
The Tripod has had its fair
share of complaints over the
years (many times deservingly)
and yet every semester only a
handful of students attempt to
remedy the issues.
Earlier this semester all of
us watched as the Student
Government Association, an
organization that has a role in
an incredible amount of the
goings-on of this campus, held
elections to fill its positions.
Instead of a series of heated
political battles, we instead
received emails explaining
that not enough students had
attempted to join.
These are only two of many

organizations on campus, all of
which deserve to have students
interested
in
them.
Unfortunately our community
is a fairly passive one, with
nowhere near enough members
taking it upon themselves to
better it. Now, as collossal
change looms over us, it is as
good a time as any to finally
raise your voice.
In the near future a forum
will be held, open to all of
Trinity, to discuss the proposals made in Jones' white paper.
However, this need not be the
only opportunity for students
to speak their mind. If you
have any reaction to these
propositions, no matter how
small, do not hesitate to let it
be known.
As Edmund Burke said:
"Nobody made a greater mistake than he who did nothing
because he could only do a little." These words should resonate loudly in the ears of
every member of the Trinity
community, now more than
ever. We are surrounded in the
media these days by those who
need to be heard - let us join
them. Each of us doing a little
can make that much of a difference.

-GTL

T.he Trinity. Tripod has a new websitel
We apologize for the delay in updating our
website, as our original site had broken.
Please visit Tripod.Trincoll.edu for our articles online

PLEASE RECYCLE
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Kim's Sham: Destroying the Sanctity
Kim Kardashian has officially filed for divorce from
NBA star Kris Humphries
after only 72 days of marriage.
The two began dating while
Kim was filming "Kourtney
and Kim Take New York" and
got engaged shortly after their
first date.
The engagement created a
whirlwind of tabloid obsession
and Internet rumors. Would
her bridesmaids' dresses be
green? How many wedding
gowns would she purchase?
What would the pre-nup
entail? The biggest rumor of
all, however, was the nastiest.
Did the E! network stage their
entire relationship? Was their
wedding simply a ploy to make
money and garner more popu larity for the reality TV queen
and her relatively unknown
goofy looking fiance?
Now that the two are separating, that rumor is again
rearing its ugly head. Kim
made almost 18 million dollars
from her wedding and Kris
went from New York Knicks
mediocrity to a household
name. If all Kim had to do was
stick it out for two months in
return for 18 million dollars, I
highly doubt the fame-hungry
"businesswoman" would turn
down the opportunity.
Although E! and the
Kardashians will never say all
of the wedding chaos and
extravagance was fake, it's
hard to believe it was ever
rtpo

real. Her entire relationship
was filmed and every milestone the couple reached was
shared with millions. Isn't
marriage supposed to be
sacred? Don't these intimate
moments deserve true, uninterrupted emotion? What's private anymore for Kim?
Nothing, it seems. She's a
brand and to keep her brand
going strong she married a
man with a 'K' name and
remained legally married
until E! aired her wedding
special.
TMZ obtained a recording
of E! producers scripting that
oh so emotional moment
between Kourtney Kardashian
and longtime boyfriend Scott
Disick at Kim's wedding. The
recording shows that the producers told Kourtney and
Scott what to say and then
told each other "See you at
Kourtney's wedding."
To
E!
and
to
the
Kardashians , fame reigns
supreme and it doesn't matter
who you hurt or who you
deceive. If, at the end of the
day, more people know the
Kardashian name nothing else
matters.
We could chalk this sham
of a marriage up to just another Hollywood publicity stunt,
but to do so would ignore the
fact that marriage is supposed
to be serious, intimate and
sacred. The Defense of
Marriage Act states that mar-

riage is defined as the union
between one man and one
woman and that states are not
required to acknowledge a
same-sex marriage from any
other state.
Supporters of this Act often
claim same-sex marriage
would "destroy the sanctity of
marriage." Apparently, to
maintain marriage as a sacred
union, one must only marry
someone of the opposite sex.
Seems silly if you ask me.
Kim Kardashian legally
married Kris Humphries and
her marriage was accepted by
every other state in the United
States simply because she is a
woman and Kris is a man.
However, she, perhaps more
than any other celebrity
involved in a quickie marriage
we've seen, destroyed the
sanctity of marriage.
How can we say marriage
is a sacred union between a
man and a woman when Kim
gets married for money and
fame? And, how can we say
two men or two women marrying would "destroy" the sanctity of marriage if they marry
for love and mutual commit ment?
Marriage is sacred when it
comes from love and respect,
not money or fame or gender.
E! and Kim don't care about
that though, just wait for the
two-hour divorce special.

t e executive
oar o
e ruuty
comprised of the Editor-in-Chief and the Managing Editor.
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The Return of the Provincial Mind GOP Field Lacks Depth:
Pres. Choices Limited
PHILIP CHO '15

CONTRIB UTING WRITER

A few weeks ago, many of us
mourned the untimely death of
Steven P. Jobs, a quintessential
technology magnet who brought
us a legion of revolutionary con·
sumer products. Thanks to his
work, we can now access infor·
mation from the world's largest
encyclopedia
Wikipedia,
befriend people thousands miles
away and entertain ourselves
with a million varieties of games
all within our palms. Apple
products also symbolize the
interconnected world economy designed in California, assem·
bled in China, and sold all over
the world. One might conclude
from this that the world truly
became one village.
Except it is not. Even as
nations and people around the
globe are interdependent on one
another more so than ever, our
mindset has turned provincial we confine ourselves in commu·
nities with people just like ourselves and lose connections with
the larger world.
Troubling trends abound.
First of all, American neighborhoods have been increasingly
homogenized - by incomes, education, political and religious
leanings and other social met·
rics. More than half of
Americans now live in counties
in which elections are won by
landslides, compared to just a
quarter a decade ago. The
wealthy always tended to con·
gregate themselves in enclaves,
but now others have followed
suit by congregating with those
in similar economic ladder
Disparities in school funding is

an illustrative example). It
became a rare event for a secu ·
larist to encounter an evangelical because the chances are that
they live in separate neighborhoods. It became the norm for
people to have a hard time
understanding those who live
just a few miles away [See The
Big Sort: Why the Clustering of
Like· Minded America Is Tearing
Us Apart].
Moreover, according to their
pre-existing beliefs, Americans
now actively choose where to
acquire information. General
topic magazines such as Time
and Newsweek, once vanguards
of a national community,
plunged into deep financial
holes as people flocked to spe·
cial·interest magazines. Wired
and Sports Illustrated have
their own values, but they tend
to stick with those topics that
their respective audiences
already want rather than expos·
ing them with new topics.
Mainstream newspapers and
television newscast gave way to
partisan news shows and independent internet blogs. By cherry-picking sources that agree
with their pre-existing values,
Americans have lost the opportunity to examine their values in
the light of opposing evidence.
Of course, there is nothing
wrong per se with seeking likeminded individuals. As emotion·
al beings, we instinctively gravi·
tate toward those who agree
with us. That is why Americans
used their tools of mobility automobile, air travel, and the
Internet - to find the "perfect
neighborhood" with the right
kind of neighbors, schools and
religious institutions. We face an

important paradox: we look out
for like-minded communities in
the hopes that it would lead to a
fulfilling life; but our doing so
produces, in the long run, alien·
ation and fragmentation in our
society, which in turn diminishes
the life experience of each one of
us.
One of the defining charac·
teristics of a modern society
which sets it apart from an
ancient one is the ability on the
part of the people to empathize
with those different from them.
Hunter-gatherers lived in one
single village and did not know
about the larger world that surrounded him. The invention of
nations and states, and the
sense of belonging that comes
with them, were a clear
improvement; differences within
one nationality came to be toler·
ated. But prejudices and misunderstanding toward different
nationalities and ethnicities con·
tinued. Any interest on the part
of an ancient Westerner toward
the outside world was marred by
condescension and feelings of
superiority, as long history of
colonial empires illustrates. The
us-versus-barbarians mentality,
typical of European conquista·
dors, persisted much longer.
The provincial mindset has a
deleterious impact upon one's
judgment, thanks to what sociologists label as confirmation bias.
A human being is naturally
biased and tends to cherry-pick
information and facts according
to his or her existing beliefs. As
long as one is in the confine of
the like-minded village, individual values are amplified through

see PROVINCIAL page 4

Vote for ConnPIRG: Support Activism
ELIZABETH WHITMAN '12

why you should too, I want to
lay out some of the basic facts
about the funding system curHappy November! As many rently in place. ConnPIRG is
of you might have heard, Dorm funded through a $5 per semes·
Wars, the energy-saving com- ter, per student refundable fee.
petition that pits dorms against Any student that does not agree
each other to see who can with the work we do or who
reduce their enerdoes not want to
gy usage
the
pay
the fee can
Ever since then,
most, started yes·
obtain a refund at
ConnPIRG has
terday. What you
the end of each
been helping stumay not know is
semester.
that Connecticut
This system has
dents make a difPublic
Interest
been
in place since
ference on the
Research Group
ConnPIRG
was
issues they care
(ConnPIRG,) one
first founded in
about - issues
of the groups
1973 by Trinity stubehind
Dorm
dents
who decided
like the environWars, is holding a
their money
to
pool
ment, higher edureferendum next
together in order to
cation and conweek to continue
hire advocates to
sumer protection.
their funding and
make their voices
the existence of a
heard. Ever since
chapter at Trinity.
then, ConnPIRG has been helpI strongly believe that every ing students make a difference
student should vote 'YES' on on the issues they care about Nov. 7-8 to keep ConnPIRG on issues like the environment,
this campus.
higher education and consumer
Before I tell you why I am protection.
voting yes for ConnPIRG, and
As I'm sure you know, we're
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

facing a lot of problems in
today's world - special interests want to weaken laws that
protect the environment and
consumer protection while
pumping big money into the
political system that could easi·
ly dominate the democratic
process. The $5 per semester fee
gives ConnPIRG the resources
to team student activism up
with professional advocates and
organizers in order to run campaigns that counterbalance spe·
cial interest influence in gov·
ernment. And you know what?
It works.
Over the past 30 years,
ConnPIRG has accomplished a
lot, both locally and nationally.
Ever noticed the choking haz·
ard warning label on toys with
small parts? ConnPIRG helped
pass the first toy safety laws
that made these a requirement.
We also helped pass the first
Lemon Law in the country,
which protects consumers from
faulty cars.

see VOTE page 5

Rasmussen Reports poll;
Obama's job approval ratings
are in the low 40s, and he has
We are one year away from lost the support of independthe presidential election and ents by a 2-1 margin, accordjust a couple months away ing to polls from Real Clear
from the beginning of a blitz Politics. It would seem like
of caucuses and primaries the 2012 election should be a
throughout
America. Republican lay-up. Yet the
Although the political jockey· nomination contest thus far
ing started long ago (Mitt has been an eccentric and per·
Romney hasn't stopped cam - plexing spectacle to watch.
With the selection of Sarah
paigning since the last presidential election), the race is Palin as the vice presidential
nominee on the
still
relatively
It
would
seem
2008 ticket and
early. Politics is a
her
subsequent
fickle enterprise
like the 2012
ascension
into
and nothing can
election should
the
national
be considered a
be a Republican
spotlight,
the
forgone concluRepublican
sion, no assump·
lay-up. Yet the
Party
has
tions can be rest·
nomination conseemed to lack
ed upon. I need
test thus far has
only highlight the
for a credible
leader.
After
last presidential
been an eccenPresident
election to prove
tric and perplexObama's inauguthis point: for
ing spectacle to
ration,
the
much of 2007,
national media
John
McCain,
watch.
portrayed a variwith low poll
ety of talking
numbers
and
weak fundraising, was consid- heads and congressional leadered to have little shot to win ers as the de facto voices of
the 2008 Republican nomina - the party. Yet no one seized
tion; there was a time when the Republican Party mantle.
Hillary Clinton was the Instead, the party has had a
inevitable nominee for the series af•ctui:fh\ios'. on unternhne ;
1
Democrats in 2008; and, presidential candidates, only
although he didn't come close to quickly sober up and keep
to the nomination anyway, up the perpetual and always
who could have predicted barren search for the reincar·
John Edwards stunning fall nation of Ronald Reagan.
The party's leadership
from grace?
Conservative America is problem became clear last
salivating at the possibility of spring when of all people,
a one term Obama presidency. Donald Trump, surged to the
It's abundantly clear why: the top of the nomination polls.
economy is weak, and unem - Few, if any, thought that
ployment remains around 9 Trump's candidacy would
percent (no President since have any legs, but that the
FDR has won reelection with belligerent mogul was given
unemployment above 7.2 per- the amount of attention he
emphasized
the
cent); Obama's biggest legisla- was
tive accomplishment, health Republican Party's wayward
care reform, is opposed by the condition.
Desperate for a selection of
American people by a differ·
ence of 54 to 38 percent,
according to the latest
see QUALITY page 5
PRESTON MADDOCK '12
OPINIONS EDITOR

COURTESY OF http://www.politico.com/news/stories
Republican candidates for President Mitt Romney and Rick Perry at a Republican Debate.

Opinions put forth in this section are those of the writers themselves and cb not reflect the views of The Trinity Tripod nor of its staff.
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Provincial Minds Prevail in Society Toast to a More Inclusive
Trinity: Stand in Unity
continued from page 3

all the progress made we should
regress into parochialism. Of
group interaction and become course, we haven't gone back to
less moderate and more blatant ethnocentrism of the
extreme. In other words, every- past, but the decline in our willone's perception of the world was ingness to face differences has
largely distorted and inaccurate. led to dire consequences. The
Only when the yoke of the politics of this nation plunged
provincial mindset was broken into polarizing extremes, with
did a modern society arise. A congressmen and the electorate
series of historiat large being
The politics of this
cal events, some
unable to agree
nation plunged into
of which were
upon anything.
polarizing extremes,
coincidential,
Ordinary folks
expanded comwith congressmen
don't feel they
merce to national
are
part of a
and the electorate at
and transnationnational
converlarge being unable to
allevel, increased
sation because
agree upon anything.
individual mobilthey are told by
Ordinary folks don't
ity and streama few political
feel they are part of a
lined channels of
pundits what to
information to
national conversathink
and
wider areas. The
believe
in.
tion because they are
cumulative effect
Genuine
debates
told by a few political
was to open peoare too often subpundits what to
ple's eyes to the
stituted by town
think and believe in.
wider
world.
hall
meetings
Diverse beliefs,
where
career
ethnicities and lifestyles came politicians cajole people into
into direct contact, sometimes shouting a few sound bites and
producing violent clashes but in then claim that they were
the end creating a greater reflecting "popular sentiment." I
understanding toward one guess that's more like the popuanother. That greater under- lar sentiment of that small, likestanding, in turn, weakened (if minded village. As a result of the
not eliminated) prejudices and sore lack of national dialogue,
allowed us to formulate a more Americans no longer trust one
objective world view. In other another. "Throw 'em out"
words, the acceptance toward became a favorite Populist rhetdiversity is what allows us rich, oric, both of the left and the
examined life experiences.
right. But when people can't
' " It is unfortunate that after trust their representatives,

democracy loses its legitimacy
[To learn more about democratic
deficit, read Ill Fares the Land
by Tony Jodt. Be forewarned,
though, the author is a devout
social democratic.
Understanding people whose
values and lifestyles differ from
ours is a great challenge. We
naturally prefer staying in our
comfort wne because stepping
outside it brings us real discomfort. It is why it is a bad idea to
legislate social engineering to
reverse the tide; such legislation
will be unpopular.
Higher education seems our
best hope of preserving a decent
modern society. American colleges are still a favorite destination of many people of diverse
socioeconomic background. But
just gathering people of diverse
backgrounds won't help; most of
the time we habitually ignore
and play down differences
among us rather than getting
through them. Colleges need
appropriate mechanisms to
encourage students to share
their life experiences. President
Jones's White Paper offers an
endearing vision - a set of
required common readings and
common hour seminars that propel discussions outside of classroom settings. Precisely because
appreciating diversity is one of
the greatest challenges of
mankind, it is worthy to be tackled at the great American higher
education.

Attention Faculty!
Do you like to
outofwindo
philosophi
Do you know pri". .
words such as"

"-.a;

B. "CHARLEY'' WEDEEN '12

majority of those dressing in
these costumes are not racist.
Many would argue that they are
Is anyone else angry at the quite the opposite, so why does it
costumes people wore this week- matter? We live in a culture
end? Does anyone else feel where identity is important.
ashamed that our college Until 1967, race determined who
responded passively while our you could marry. Until 2003, sex
peers dressed in ponchos and determined who one could legalglue-on-mustaches calling them- ly f"**. Currently, there are 29
selves "Mexican?" Or that states that can fire or refuse to
women donned tan
hire
a
person
dresses adorned with
because
they
are
They are your
turquoise jewelry as
perceived
as
gay,
friends, class''Indians," I jest,
lesbian or bisexual
mates, team''Native Americans?"
(whether or not that
mates and
How dare I forget my
is true). Yet this is
political correctness.
not
about
the
even roomYet I know that
LGBTQ
community;
mates. If we
though I sit and
this issue lies directall belong on
write these words,
ly with ours.
this campus,
when they are read
Jokes are used to
in the paper, the
rationalize
the
then none of
main criticism will be
"other."
They
allow
us should be
on that very issue.
us to handle an
the butt of
Political correctness
identity with which
anyone's joke.
has gone too far; we
we are not familiar
should be able to
through the onehave fun, make jokes
and dimensional profiling of that
express ourselves, but at whose identity. When we wear and supexpense? Not blacks, not any- port our friends who wear these
more; not after various former costumes, we say that these
students donned black-face the identities are not full members
year before our senior class of our community because they
entered this fine institution. do not merit the same protection
And certainly not gays; after all, that others do. Moreover, we
as my resident pointed out, the show our fellow students that
only reason for these high- they are a joke. There are
lighter-yellow fliers is because Mexicans on this campus. There
people are targeting the blacks are Native Americans on this
and the gays. We have learned campus. They are your friends,
all too well that such targeting is classmates, teammates and
irresponsible and intolerable on even roommates.
If we all
this campus. And we are doing belong on this campus, then
so well with only three homo- none of us should be the butt of
phobic incidents this semester anyone's joke.
(at least one of which is a hate
And to those of you who are
crime and one of which targeted not offended by this practice,
people of color as well.) Those those of you who find my words
are statistics of which I can be too harsh or unfair, I urge you to
proud, but I digress.
contact me: bryan.wedeen@trinTo the issue of political cor- coll.edu. I will gladly engage in a
rectness, I draw again your conversation with you. I have
attention. Minorities are being but one last comment for you,
far too sensitive. We must be before dismissing this outright.
careful what we give up in the Take a moment and put yourself
pursuit of protecting everyone's in someone else's shoes. Be as
emotional safety. What does it honest with yourself as you can
matter if some people overreact be. Put yourself at a party where
at a joke? Because at the end of you are the only person of your
the day, those dressing in these race, nationality, sexual orientacostumes were not, are not, tion, etc. Now imagine that peoracist. To that point I must reaf- ple were dressed as you and
firm my sincerity: the vast laughing ... it's not pleasant.
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

and "peroratio
If so, please illumin
with your wisdom
ProustQu~o

Please con
Bomina.Kim@trinco

-

... Preston.Maddock@
......
COURTESY O F http://thats-racist.com/2009/10/ 15/mexican-style-costume/
Th is cosrume was labelled as an ugly racial slur bur continues to be a sold-out commodity.
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Vote for ConnPIRG to Stay at Trinity
continued from page 3

agricultural subsidies.
Starting this weekend, we'll
More recently, ConnPIRG be helping local residents make
worked with Connecticut legis- simple changes that will make
lators to pass an energy bill that their homes more energy effiwill increase renewable energy cient and lower their bills. We'll
while protecting citizens from also be teaching local kids about
anti-consumer utility practices. energy efficiency and hosting
We worked with
our annual Hunger
students
across
and Homelessness
With
the state and
Awareness Week at
ConnPIRG, I
nationwide to take
the end of this
know that there
on the publishing
month.
are advocates
industry to fight
But ConnPIRG
unfair practices
does more than just
speaking on
that raise the cost
run successful cambehalf of stuof textbooks. We
paigns. It gives students here at
helped convince
dents a voice and
Trinity to make
Congress to make
teaches them the
higher education
skills to make a difsure our voices
more
accessible
ference on the issues
are heard.
and affordable by
they care about.
increasing need·
College should be
based grant aid by $36 billion, about more than classroom
cutting the interest rates on learning and preparing for the
student loans in half and cap- working world; it should also
ping the percentage of income prepare students to be effective
that can be used to repay these citizens. And ConnPIRG helps
loans.
to fulfill this function at Trinity
In the last two years, we by teaching students the skills
have raised over $3,000 to bene- - like petitioning, working
fit Connecticut hunger organi- with the media, and building
zations during our annual coalitions - that enable them
spring Hunger Cleanup and to make a difference now and in
have cooked meals for hundreds the future.
ConnPIRG has given many
of homeless people through our
community kitchen program.
of your peers, including me, the
This year we're been work- opportunity to make a real difing to promote energy efficiency, ference on the issues we care
help students navigate bank about. I am currently running a
fees and end wasteful agricul- ConnPIRG campaign to urge
tural subsidies that are fueling Congress to end wasteful agrithe nation's obesity crisis. This cultural subsidies. Here on camfall, we raised over $350 for pus, I'm working to raise awarefamine relief in Somalia and ness on the issue and collect
collected petitions to encourage petitions to send to our senators
our legislators to end wasteful and representatives (you've

most likely seen me around
Mather, asking for signatures).
But there's only so much we can
do to influence the government
in Washington from here in
Hartford. I don't know about
the rest of you, but as a student,
I can't hop down to D.C. and
lobby the government directly.
With ConnPIRG, I know that
there are advocates speaking on
behalf of students here at
Trinity to make sure our voices
are heard.
There are a lot of groups
here on campus doing a lot of
great work on many different
issues, but ConnPIRG fills a
unique position. By teaming up
student activism with professional advocates and organizers, ConnPIRG enables students to run campaigns that
have an impact on a statewide
and national level. We make a
difference!
Overall, ConnPIRG is an
effective organization and an
asset to this college. It gives students the voice and the skills to
make an impact on the issues
they care about. After over 30
years of helping Trinity students make a difference, it'd be
a shame to not have a
ConnPIRG chapter on this campus. So vote 'YES' for
ConnPIRG on Nov. 7-8 so that
we can continue to help students make a difference.
For more information or to get
involved with ConnPIRG, you
can
e-mail
me,
Elizabeth.Whitman@trincoll.ed
u, or contact Rachel Konowitz,
our campus organizer, at
Rachel@connpirgstudents.org.
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Quality of Republican
Candidates Is Lacking
continued from page 3

American Dream life story.
The son of a hard working
credible candidates, the Party black family in the South,
establishment
fruitlessly Cain worked his way up to
went
recruiting. become CEO of a major corpoRepresentative Paul Ryan is a ration. But Cain has never
young, articulate budgetary won elected office at any level,
wonk, and one would imagine and by all conventional metthat there is no better time for rics it seems highly improbaa presidential candidate with ble he will win the presidency,
his type of expertise on our let alone the Republican nomfiscal
problems.
But ination. Furthermore, Cain's
Congressman Ryan was quick bedrock policy proposal, the 9to deny all suitors. Governor 9-9 tax plan, has been
Mitch Daniels has an impec- debunked by a vast majority
cable record as the executive of economists and scholars.
of the state of Indiana, and Even the anti-tax demagogic
one could see how as a candi- crusader, Grover Norquist
date he could easily contrast considers the plan to be "very
his state's economic condi- dangerous." It seems likely
tions against those of the that Cain's popularity is the
country. But
result
of a
he too decided
soon-to-be
It is unfortunate for
to protect his
fleeting crush,
the country that the
family from
as well.
the rigors of a
strongest
that
And
presidential
leaves
the
Republican candicampaign .
party with the
dates decided to stay
And
most
same default
recently,
on the sidelines.
choice it's had
Governor
for the past
No matter one's
C h r i s
four years, Mitt
political positions,
Christie, the
Romney.
On
we should all supaffable goverpaper, Romney
nor of New
would almost
port a first-rate
Jersey, was
seem like the
political debate for
courted heaviperfect
ly by party
the office of the
Republican
insiders .
p.Desidential
presidency.
Governor
candidate. He
Christie's
has
learned
direct political style and his and sharpened his political
natural ability to make voters skills from his last campaign
understand the sacrifices nec- for president. He has strong
essary during these difficult resume for these economic
economic times would have times, with success as a busimade him an attractive candi- ness executive. He has execudate. But, alas, Christie, too, tive public service experience
decided his heart laid in as
the
Governor
of
Trenton.
Massachusetts. And there is
It is unfortunate for the little doubt about the saintlicountry that the strongest ness (pun intended) of his perRepublican candidates decid- sonal life (it seems like he has
ed to stay on the sidelines. No been running for president his
matter one's political posi- entire life).
tions, we should all support a
But in reality, there seems
first-rate political debate for to be something missing about
the office of the presidency. Mitt Romney. Disregarding
After all, our democracy was the arguments of his aboutforged in the debates of our face on certain issues (climate
greatest intellectuals.
change, gay marriage, health
The fall-out of these strong care, etc.), and the conservaRepublicans deciding not to tive perception of him as a
run is a field that is incredibly Northeastern
moderate,
weakened. When the party Romney just seems to lack the
lost interest in Trump, they courage of his conviction necembraced
Representative essary for the office he seeks.
Michele Bachman and shot This is not just a personal
her to a contender status. opm1on.
The
Republican
Realizing she was anything search for an alternative canbut presidential material, didate and the electorate's
many Republicans quickly blind embrace of anyone now
switched their allegiance to in the race not named Romney
Governor
Rick
Perry. exemplify the party's indifferGovernor Perry looks like the ence for their currently
consummate politician, and inevitable nominee.
his record on jobs in his state
These are strange and
of Texas has been ostensibly unfortunate times for the
successful.
But Governor Republican Party. At a time
Perry has been shockingly when America beckons for
awful in his debate perform- leadership, their candidates
ances, and the party's crush for our nation's highest office
was quickly over.
are
inadequate .
The
Support for Perry has Republicans are missing an
seemingly transitioned to a incredible political opportunirogue candidate who r emains ty.
I hope struggling
strong in the polls, Herman Americans won't be left with a
Cain. Cain has a compelling leader by default.

NEWS
The Trinity Tripod

Rare October Snowstorm Hits Trinity SGA Approves Mather
Renovations on Sunday
MATT MAINULI '13
NEWS EDITOR

As the yellow-skirted sunrise slipped across campus of
Trinity College Sunday morn ing, students awoke to a winter landscape of snow thickly
drifted upon the gargoyles and
spires. The snowstorm, which
started the afternoon of
October 29 and continued to
pound Connecticut with snow
until the next morning, left
nearly 750,000 residents without power. Tree branch es
weighed down by the h eavy
snow toppled to earth, leaving
the LSC quad, Mather quad,
and the main quad in disarray.
Connecticut
Governor
Daniel Malloy declared a state
of emergency at 4 p.m.
Saturday, as the storm broke
records with 20 inches of
snowfall in the northwestern
part of the state. Snow accumulation of this magnitude is
almost
unheard
of
in

Connecticut. Over t h e last 100
years there have been only
three instances of measurable
snow in the greater H artford
area.
There was significant damage to the trees on the u pper
long walk and by t h e statue of
Bishop
Brownell.
The
entrance to Austin Arts center
was partially blocked by a
large tree that cracked under
the weight of the snow. The
tree outside of Mather Hall
lost some limbs as well, blocking the nearby walkways for a
period of time. On th e LSC
quad, the towering tree by
MCEC stood in shambles, losing many large branches during the storm. Cleanup crews
were hard at work Sunday
morning chopping up the fallen branches and disposing of
them. Many students had to
walk over and under fallen
branches as they made their
way to breakfast on Sunday
morning.
The Campus Shuttle was

not r':lnnin g Saturday night
du e to t h e storm, leavin g students to tru dge t h rough the
snow on their own , likely
dressed
in costu me
on
Halloween weekend . Multiple
campu s safety advisories were
sent out to warn students of
the danger of falling trees and
slippery conditions . "If you
can, please stay indoors so
that you do not pu t yourself at
risk and crews can more easily clear paths, roads and parking lots,'' read one such report
sent at 10 a.m. Su nday.
Th e library opened late on
Sunday due to a lack of staff
availability. Only the 24-hour
zones were open, as no staff
had arrived to unlock the
doors to the other areas of the
library. The students working
at Peter B's, the Computer
Help Desk and the Circulation
Desk, still behind a closed
metal screen, did their best to
accommodate students on
what is always a busy study
day at Trinity.

COURTESY OF MATT MAINULJ ' 13

Marc Alexis '13, with Jarvis in the background, walks along the Lower Long Walk as the snowstorm pounds campus on Saturday.

DAVE SIPRELLE '14
STAFF WRJTER

This weekend's blizzard may
have encumbered Halloween
festivities, but it did not stop the
Trinity Student Government
Association (SGA) from coming
together for their weekly session
on Sunday evening. The SGA
gathered in the Washington
Room for an interactive discussion about each sub-committee's
current agendas and goals for
the coming months. Following a
call to order from President
Panida Pollawit '12, the meeting
had officially commenced.
To begin, the SGA finalized
the approval of renovations to
basement of Mather Hall. The
basement of Mather Hall is frequented by students as it conveniently houses the Cave, Trinity
College bookstore and the
Underground Cafe in a single
location. Realizing the importance that this area serves to
the campus community, the
SGA has allocated funds to
enhance the ambiance of the
basement. This effort has been
noticed by students in recent
weeks with the additions of
leather couches and a flatscreen television set to the basement lobby. The SGA is currently in the process of appointing a
committee to oversee the renovation
project.
Pollawait
stressed that the committee
should communicate regularly
with the student body so that
"what the Senate wants and
what the student body can be
delivered by the committee."
The Mather basement renovations were not the only item of
discussion regarding campus
restoration from Sunday's meeting. SGA vice president of
finance and chair of the budget
committee Adrian Jul '12 introduced the groundwork for a
campus-wide renovation to
imorove lil!hting in campus

buildings. Furthermore, the
repair of vending machines and
the purchase of new furnishings
for academic buildings was discussed.
The SGA has also continued
to make an effort to reach out to
the local community. As a result,
they have granted funding to
the campus' multicultural
organizations
to
host
a
Thanksgiving dinner in the
Washington Room for underprivileged Hartford families . On
another note, the Academic
Affairs Committee, chaired by
Vmce Novelli '13, introduced a
series of initiatives. Foremost,
the committee has finalized a
program that provides coffee
coupons for students and professors to have coffee together at
Peter B's Cafe during finals
week. Secondly, the committee
is exploring the possibility of
purchasing extra copies of textbooks for the library as well as
ways for students to obtain academic transcripts online. The
SGA also introduced a new committee that addresses academic
affairs:
the
Information
Technology
in
Education
Committee. Chairman Paul
Holland '12 says that the committee aui:ls to "enc'tiurage the
integration of new uses of technology in the classroom."
Lastly,
the
Elections,
Recruitment,
and
Communications Committee
Chair Aysen Mudernsoglu '15
posed concern about the lack of
communication between the student body and the SGA. ''We pay
for nearly everything on campus, but almost no one is aware
that we are responsible for it,"
said Aysen. Students should frequent the SGA website or the
Trinity Student Government
Association Facebook page to
stay up to date with all of the
initiatives that the SGA implements in an effort to make our
campus a better place to live.

un

Coming at CattJIJt
SIJflliCIJS
Friday, Nov. 4:
LARC-Josto" Career Fair for Ju"iors a"d Se"iors
1-4 p.itt.
(Courtyard by Marriott Josto" freitto"t Hotel, 21S freitto"t Street
Josto", MAJ

Monday, Nov. 7
New York Recruiting Consortium Information Session for Senion
12 p.m.
U.S. Probation and Pretrial Services System Information Session
Sp.m.
thursday, Nov. 10
COURTESY OF SERENA ELAVIA '14

Victoria Trentacoste ' 14 and Mark Yanagisawa ' 14 brave the cold, posing outside of Peter B's during the early part of the storm.

Sullivan Schoen Campane S Connon. LLC Information Session
12:15 p.m.
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President Jones Stresses Academic Excellence In White Paper
dangers that technology poses requirement based upon "some
commonly understood presence
to a college student.
Keeping the highly successJones would like to change by each student." This outside
ful Columbia University and the days on which students the classroom learning is perUniversity of Chicago First- take classes in order to "break haps just as important as what
year programs in mind, Jones Vernon Street's stranglehold on goes on within the walls of
continues to unveil his program the weekends beginning on MCEC or Seabury if we are to
titled, "Understandings In Thursday nights." This would improve the "academic ethos"
Common." The program aims require more courses taught on of our campus, according to
to continue the sense of com- Monday,
Wednesday
and Jones.
In the white paper, Jones
munity felt by incoming First- Friday, with Friday singled out
years as they discuss the book as the day when most papers encourages students to study
that they read over the summer are due and most exams given. abroad, citing the increasing
with their seminar groups. By These changes to class times popularity of Trinity's Paris
providing each First-year stu- would "send powerful mes- site and the flagship Rome
dent with a sense of academic sage[s] as to the academic Campus. He suggests that stucommunity, Jones hopes to pro- expectations of the College." dents should be required to
voke an initial, shared conver- Social change and academic have a passport by the time
sation among students during change are very much interre- that they arrive at Trinity. This
their first months at Trinity, lated. Jones then goes on to would make it easier for stuthat will hopefully continue explain the case of Southern dents to get the study abroad
through their senior year. This Methodist University chem- process started if and when
writing intensive program will istry professor Harold Jeskey, they decide to go. Additionally,
better prepare First-year stu- who would hold a notoriously Jones urges Trinity to tighten
dents for their next three years difficult quiz every Friday. His the academic expectations of its
at Trinity, teaching them valu- students, by consequence, study abroad programs, particable reading, writing and would not go out on Thursday ularly when it comes to learnresearch skills that they will nights, even at a school where ing a foreign language. He
carry with them through the fraternities are at the epicenter cites Trinity's Barcelona profinal draft of their senior the- of the social scene, similar to gram as one of the most successful in terms of academic
that of Trinity College.
sis.
Trinity has come a long way rigor and required language
In the age of Google, the
average student's ability to cite in adding colloquium-style facility as courses there are
sources has rapidly declined. events during Common Hour taught in Spanish.
Jones calls for assistance
Therefore, Jones calls upon the each week. The original idea
English Department and the was not thought to be feasible from a small but dedicated list
Writing Center to prepare a by many faculty members upon of alumni to help current
guide on proper writing and its initial recommendation Trinity students find internreferencing techniques in the years ago. In time the idea of ships and jobs when they gradhopes of creating a sense of common hours was successful, uate. These partnerships must
standardization across disci- and since has been expanded to be made early on in a student's
plines. The President warns of twice a week. Jones poses the academic career so that he or
the ethical and intellectual idea of a one-credit graduation she has time to develop mar-

continued from page 1

ketable skill sets based on his
or her respective post-graduate
goals. Jones hopes to extend
these opportunities to studyabroad programs as well.
The last major academic
change that Jones suggests is
that of a required senior project
as a "capstone" to one's four
years at Trinity. Other colleges
such as Bates and Wooster
require a senior project, and in
doing so emphasize academics
through the spring of their stu dent's senior year. Jones states
his admiration for the springtime poster presentations in

the science and economics
departments, pondering later
on that it may be a good idea to
require that each student do
something similar in his or her
respective major.
Jones then moves on to
address the social changes that
he would like to see implemented before he leaves on June 30,
2015. These two spheres, or
''helices,'' are "intimately interrelated,'' as ·Jones' DNA
metaphor appears time and
time again in the paper. One
side cannot change without the
other.

COURTESY OF MATT MAJNULI '13

President Jo nes hopes to improve academics at Trinity thro ugh new initia tives.

Social Makeup of Trinity College May Change In Coming Years
exist, there are no alterna- Trinity, he says that it may
tives to the predominant fra- not be as easy as transforming
school.
He encourages stu - ternity-sorority
scene
at the Greek system. "Students
dents to study abroad, sug- Trinity.
may well bring prejudices
After highlighting the hen- with them from whatever
gests a new plan for the Firstyear program and proposes a efits of themed houses, Jones their own personal backtreads on what he calls "the grounds may be." But changrequired senior project.
In his section called, thinnest of ice." Jones pitches ing the Greek system would
"Transformational DNA The the idea of transforming all bring Trinity one step closer to
Social Helix," Jones weighs fraternities and sororities into the ideal, according to Jones.
Three
the benefits and weaknesses themed
of different social institutions, houses
by
"It's a time when peo- NESCAC schools
still allow fraterultimately suggesting that Tr i n i t y ' s
Greek life at Trinity could pos- 200th birth- ple should be asking nities and sororisibly be replicated by another day.
themselves, what do you ties in its tradisystem.
Greek life want people to think tional sense. Most
other
NESCAC
Jones first calls attention at Trinity is
to the importance of common the last anti- when you say that you schools got rid of
spaces on campus. With stu- meritocratic went to Trinity?"
Greek life when
the
colleges
dents getting caught up in the institution,
became coeducatechnology of the postmodern wrote Jones.
Fredrick Alford tional.
world, they become isolated "If schools
from their surroundings. should
be
Dean of Students
One of the
Students need a common based prima challenges Jones
upon
space, "where differences in rily
discusses
is
and
background,
rank,
age , merit
whether or not
appointment, and all the rest individual value, then social getting rid of fraternities and
did not matter at all,'' writes entities based upon economic sororities is practical finanprivilege or physical appear- cially, as the effect on admisJones.
In 2008, the Campus ance or gender or prep school sions is unclear and many
Climate Advisory Committee affiliation or whatever anti- donations come from alumni
helped to unveil theme hous- meritocratic basis one might who participated in Greek life.
es, which have created "an envision should not be permitDean of Students Fredrick
alternative to the prevailing ted on campus."
Alford agrees with President
The proposed theme hous- Jones. "I think the Fred is a
fraternity culture on Vernon
Street." And while theme es would be student governed very good model for social reshouses have given students and would be allowed to serve idential life. They have a lot
social variety, there is still alcohol under College-con- of fun and do creative, intermuch progress to be made to trolled regulations. Jones sug- esting things," said Alford.
gests more participation from
Alford believes that alumni
reach a social paradigm.
faculty
and staff.
"Students need social venwill see the benefit in the
While Jones' goal is to changes. "I don't think you
ues," writes Jones, and apart
change
the "social ethos" of run a good college based on
from the theme houses that

continued from page 1

how much money you bring in
from donors. The graduates of
this college are smart and the
one thing we all share in com mon is an affection for Trinity,
and in the end I think that
everyone will want to do what
is best for Trinity."
Jones cites the Fred Pfeil
Community Project as an
example of a successful theme
house. He suggests that in the
future, the Fred could be
expanded
onto
Crescent
Street.
One solution Jones suggests for social variety would
be to create a pub in Mather
Hall. The College is reexam ining how students use the
space and trying to create a
constructive student center.
What separates Trinity from
other colleges and universities
is the limited accessibility to
off-campus establishments.
Building a pub would create
more social variety.
Before the economic crisis
in 2008, the College had plans
to renovate the basement of
Mather. Because of the financial state, the College pushed
back the project. But with a
stable endowment, the College
is now taking steps to make
this pub a reality.
"A really first-rate pub in
the basement of Mather Hall
would be a significant step in
offering our students an alternative to the prevailing culture that is today all but com -

pletely grounded on Vernon
Street, starting each week on
Thursday evening," writes
Jones.
With
his
retirement
planned for June 30, 2015, he
feels an added pressure to
take the burden of changing
fraternities and sororities into
theme houses for his successor.
He writes that the College
must act soon and change is
necessary. "Time to insure
Trinity's future may well be
fleeting and that concerted
action is required in the next
two or three years if we are
going to protect this noble
place for future generations of
faculty, staff, and students."
While the white paper
comes as shocking to many, no
decisions have been made yet.
But change is coming. The
College will form a committee
made up of students, faculty
and staff to help plan for the
future.
And however the
College goes forward with the
process, everything will be
done carefully and thoughtfully, said Alford, "It's an exciting
time for Trinity. It's a time
when people should be asking
themselves, what do you want
people to think when you say
that you went to Trinity?"
As of the publishing of
Jones' white paper, no presidents of the fraternities or
sororities commented on the
document.
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Halloween on Vernon Survives Storm
Ording ' 12 and Mary Morr '12,
Halloween on Vernon's coordinators, given the city's current
The Annual Community weather situation, the two
Events Staff (ACES) annual were still pleased with this
Halloween on Vernon Street year's turnout.
Morr and Ording also
attracted a large number of
young, eager trick-or-treaters denoted the event's recurrent
success due to
last Sunday, Oct.
30, despite the
"Overall the event went the participation
and
weekend's disastrous snowstorm. really well this year. involvement
Every year, on Everyone had a good time of the student
the weekend of
community.
H a 11 o w e e n , and, despite the weather, Along
with
ACES
hosts was in good spirits [... ] as the multitude
Halloween
on
of
student
Vernon Street, long as people stay enthu- volunteers, 21
where local chil- . . and k
. .
student-run
siast1c
eep s1gnmg
dren are given
organizations
the opportunity up to help out with the and societies
h
,,
also particito participate in
event we are appy!
pated in the
a fun and safe
organization
Halloween experience
on
Kasey Ording '12 and of Halloween
Trinity's campus.
on Vernon.
Mary Morr ' 12
Volunteers
From toddlers
walked
to teenagers, a
groups
of
little over 150
children from nearby neigh- trick-of-treaters up and down
borhoods dressed up m Vernon, stopping at the variHalloween costumes and ous social centers and houses
arrived at the Vernon Social where kids would be given the
Center, ready to stroll up and chance to play various actividown Vernon Street, collecting ties to obtain their Halloween
as much candy as they could treats.
fit in their plastic pumpkins
Although a few more
organizations than last year
and sacks.
Although the event tends registered to participate in the
to attract nearly 500 partici- event, some houses had to
pants, according to Kasey move around or cancel their
KATIE HESS '15
STAFF WRlTER

E LIKE FAREED

activity because the trick-ortreaters could not walk to the
houses very easily through the
snow.
Despite the last minute
dropouts, many of the houses
still opened their doors, filled
up their candy bowls, and set
up their activities on Sunday
afternoon. Both AD/Ivy and
Psi U/Kappa hosted a candy
toss where the participants
would toss ping-pong balls
into racks of cups filled to the
brim with various types of
candy. The Hall offered a mid·
afternoon snack, where kids
decorated Funfetti cupcakes
and
chocolate
brownies.
Another popular activity was
the haunted house hosted by
Praxis.
In regards to the overall
success of this year's event,
Morr said, "Overall the event
went really well this year.
Everyone had a good time and,
despite the weather, was in
good spirits. There are always
little changes to be made from
year to year, but as long as
people stay enthusiastic and
keep signing up to help out
with the event we are happy!"
Also, ACES is always looking for members, and anyone
who would like more information regarding joining the
group can email Kasey Morr
and Mary Ording at trinaces@gmail.com.

News In Brief
New Libyan Leader Elected

Herman Cain Denies Allegations

Abdurrahim El-Keibm, an engineer
who has lived in the United States for
over thirty years, was elected as Libyan
prime minister of the transitional government. The 51 members of the
National Transitional Council met
Monday to pick their new leader from a
field of 10 candidates. El-Keibm will
hold this position while a constitution
is written and elections are set.

Republican presidential candidate
Herman Cain said Monday that he was
"falsely accused" of inappropriate behavior toward two female employees. This
came in response to a report in POLITICO about two female employees of the
National Restaurant Association who
complained that Cain acted inappropriately towards them when he led the
organization in the 90s.

Smugglers Arrested in Arizona

La Russa Goes Out On Top

At least 70 drug smugglers were
arrested in Arizona on Monday.
Thousands of pounds of marijuana,
cocaine and heroine were seized in a
series of raids. Law enforcement officials
also found more than 100 weapons,
including assault rifles and ammunition. The smugglers have possible ties to
the powerful Sinaloa cartel in Mexico.

World Series Champion St. Louis
Cardinals manager Tony La Russa
announced Monday that he is retiring.
After 33 seasons as a professional
baseball manager, the 67 year old La
Russa ranks third all time in managerial victories with 2, 728. La Russa is
the first manager to retire immediately after winning the World Series.

Adele Cancels 2011 Tour

The Last Words of Steve Jobs

British pop singer Adele will
undergo surgery on her vocal chords,
forcing her to cancel her remaining
2011 tour dates. It has been reported
that Adele has a vocal condition that
has recently caused her to lose her
voice. Adele noticed something was
wrong with her voice at a May tour
stop in Minneapolis, MN. The 23year-old singer is expected to make a
full r ecovery.

Earlier this week, Steve Jobs' last
words were revealed. Jobs' sister, Mona
Simpson, mentioned what he said prior
to his passing away in a eulogy released
by the New York Times. The former
founder and CEO of Apple reportedly
looked at his sister, then at his children
and finally his wife before looking
beyond them and saying: "OH WOW. OH
WOW. OH WOW." Jobs died peacefully
hours later.

Intercollegiate
Update
Bowdoin College

W esleyan University

Students at Bowdoin were surprised to find no salt and pepper shakers at the "Super Snack," an on campus dining hall. The College says that
the shakers were not being used for
food, but rather the popular game, the
"Bowdoin pepper flip." With accumulating pepper on the table, the College
chose to remove the spices.

After the massive snowstorm on
Saturday,
O ct. 29,
Wesleyan
University along with the surrounding
Middletown, Conn. lost electricity.
With no hot water or power, many students left Middletown with an estimated 50 to 75 percent who stayed on
campus. The school canceled classes
both Monday and Tuesday.

Columbia University

Cornell University

A group of Columbia students
have volunteered to teach arts education at Public School 125 . The
elementary school does not receive
any funding for teachers of arts
educatio n after Citywide budget
cuts. The volunteer teachers have
been holding after-school lessons
for all types of art.

A group of around 100 to 150
Cornell students danced in the street
on Halloween weekend in a "flash
mob." The group called themselves
"Occupy Halloween" and erupted
dancing to LMFAO's "Party Rock
Anthem." Police drove through the
event and all of the participants dispersed.

Tufts University

University of Connecticut

To get student feedback on new
recipes, Tufts U niversity Dining
Services held its first Taste & Tell
Dinner. The dining service sampled
new entrees, sides, sauces and
deserts that are not yet served in the
dining halls. The new recipes came
from anyone fro m students to cooks
to professors.

University of Connecticut held its
sixth annual Halloween "Cardboard
Canoe Race" on Thursday, Oct. 27.
Students were given only duct tape,
flattened cardboard boxes, garbage
bags, a retractable box-cutter and a
jack-a-lantern. The race was televised
on ESPN during a UCONN football
game break.
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Trinity Chooses People's Choice Pizza for all Campus Events
appointed in the quality and taste.
Also,
I noticed that nearly a third of it
FEATURES WRITER
was left behind, which said to me that
We're all used to seeing the moun- the students didn't care for it either. I
tains of pizza boxes adorning the back personally believe that pizza prefertables at any Trinity College event, ences are very subjective, but there is
but starting this week, there'll be a no excuse for pizza at an event with
18-21 year olds to go uneaten! We are
new vendor preparing our party food.
The Office of Campus Life has had concerned about cost, but the food
isues obtaining good quality pizza for should be excellent as well." After
student events, but the final straw deciding that the current vendor was
came at the 80's Party last week. not up to Trinity standards, DeBaun
Director of Campus Life, Amy contacted People's Choice, a local
DeBaun, said, "I was working at the chain that had expressed interest in
event and tried the pizza and was dis- the past in working with the College.
An agreement was worked out and
People's Choice was named the new
Trinity College primary pizza delivery
service.
People's Choice was founded in
1989 as an alternative to the national
pizza chains that dominated the
Connecticut delivery market. The
founder, Robert Bylykbashi, firmly
believed that "delivered pizza did not
have to be a generic low-quality experience" and aimed to rectify what he
saw as a plague of poorly prepared,
bad-tasting food. The company opened
their first pizza joint in Farmington,
Conn. and offered a very extensive
delivery menu for their customers.
The company's success was monumental, growing in just a few short years
from one store, to two , and then
onwards to nine within Connecticut.
These particular restaurants delivered
COURTESY OF www. peopleschoicepiz;a.~ t <J 24 - "towns
rd cities
Robert Bylykbashi poses with pizza outside of Ct. store.
Connecticut. The chain eventually
SONJAY SINGH '15

COURTESY OF peoplescho icepizza.com
Trinity College students enjoy Peoples C hoice pizza.

spread nationally when they opened
their 10th store in Newnan, Georgia in
January of 2009. People's Choice is
known for accommodating its patrons
and has adjusted their menu according
to the requests of the people. Because
of this , the restaurant now offers
Philly cheesesteaks, chicken tenders,
BBQ ribs, wraps, and New York style
pizza. Everywhere they've gone,
People's Choice have been praised for
their dedication to quality and expansive menu.
Of course, a glowing review from
the Office of Campus life is all well
c:t-goud,

t-tire-'Prin±ty student

already has numerous options for

pizza delivery, between enduring
favorites such as Sisson Ave and
Campus Pizza. I am quite fond of a
nice, steamy box from City Pizza after
a long night on Vernon, but there are a
few things that set People's Choice
apart.
First, their menu is full of popular
meal items, which most pizzerias don't
offer. They offer calzones, many different grinders, fish fillets , pasta, wraps
and salads, all for delivery. Their buffalo wings come in four varieties:
medium, hot, nuclear and insanity, the
latter of which sounds like it could get
you T-Certed and their pizza toppings
are also impressive, including selections such as shrimp, chicken patty
and eggplant which are seldom seen on
most menus. Finally, People's Choice
is working with the college to become a
Bantam Bucks vendor, eliminating the
need for cash.
However, if you're still unsure, just
wait until the next Trinity College
event, when boxes of People's Choice
pizza will be waiting for your inspection. You can also visit any of the many
locations throughout Connecticut
including East Hartford, Manchester,
and Bristol to name a few. For more
information on the restaurants or
their menu please visit their website
at www.peopleschoicepizza.com.
People's Choice Pizza can be
ordered by calling 860-563-3000. Stop
into one of the many connecticut locations to try any af-ttre many items-tha-t-

People's Choice has to offer.

Through the Grapevine: Dishing Dirt on Hollywood's Hottest
SERENAELAVIA '14
STAFF WRITER

It seems that the trend this past
week for celebrities was getting arrested. Lately, the biggest celebrities h ave
been getting arrested in large quantities; yes, I a m talking about the Wall St
Protesters. The Occupy Wall Street
Movement has spread across the country from its small roots in New York to
a nationwide movement. At first , the
protesters were civil, but they have

COURTESY OF theho llywoodgossip.com
Protesrors are alleged ly doing more than protesting.

now taken a different path. Refusing to
leave parks, public areas and private
property in some cases, the Wall St
protesters are being arrested in sweeping numbers after being warned multiple times to vacate certain areas. Over
the weekend, Portland, OR police
arrested 30 protesters after they
refused to vacate a park after a midnight curfew.
Currently, there is a standoff going
on between Nashville protesters and
police, as the protesters continue to
occupy the State Capitol building.
Even the nasty storm this weekend
couldn't keep protesters off the streets,
as they defied the cold weather and
continued to picket and occupy public
spaces. It is one thing to not cooperate
with police orders and mandates, but it
is another thing to start defecating in
public parks and spaces. Because most
cities do not have public bathrooms in
its parks or on street corners, the protesters have begun to release the contents of their bowels wherever they so
please.
This is unacceptable, obscene, and
embarrassing. Even the protesters in
Athens had more class than the Wall
Street protesters. So they may have
been throwing small bombs and clubbing policeman, but at least they
weren't creating an unhygienic environment-have some class, Wall St.
protesters.
Not only is there human excrement
littering the ground wherever the protesters go , but sexual assault and
rapes are now occurring. One woman
reported that while sleeping in her tent
in Zucotti P a rk, located in lower

COURTESY O F earsucker.co m
Lohan leaving court last week after being arrested.

Manhattan, men entered her tent and
attempted to rape her at 6 in the morning. Similar incidents have been
reported at other movements in various cities.
Many have deemed Occupy Wall St.
to be unsafe for women. What is baffling is that these people are pushing
for a clean-up of America, when they
are dirtying it more with human droppings and rapes. This movement has a
strong mes sage and a good cause
behind it; don't botch it up protesters
with obscene actions.
Another celebrity that has been

cuffed recently is Lindsay Lohan. The
troubled actress/singer was arrested
for missing too many community service requirements, and a judge hauled
her skinny butt into court. As well,
Lohan has missed her janitorial duties
at the L.A. county morgue causing the
judge an incredible amount of frustration and he set her bail at $100,000.
Lindsay Lohan should just give up and
surrender to jail. She will never learn
to change her ways unless she spends
a couple of months in the slammer.
Her news stories are getting old, and
she's just become an out of date figure
in the celebrity world: the last thing
the tabloids mentioned about her is
that she will pose for Playboywhoopee. Lindsay Lohan can make a
comeback if she really tries, but the
only way to do so is through jail. If she
spends some time in jail, she can write
a memoir when she is released and sell
millions of copies, thus bringing her
back into the spotlight.
If Kendra Wilkinson, the dumbest
Playboy bunny alive, can sell millions
of copies of her autobiography, Lindsay
Lohan can also make the New York
Times bestseller list. Clearly, Lohan is
craving the attention, otherwise she
would not be violating all of her probation orders.
Writing a book about one's time in
jail is a perfect attention grabber, what
more could Lindsay ask for?
It's all about attention in the end.
Whether it means releasing the con tents of your bladder everywhere, or
disobeying a judge's commands, everyone loves a little bit of scandal surrounded by some fla sh y cameras.
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Thomas Mckenna Meredith Fellow Lectures About our Oceans
EMILY JOHNSON '15
FEATURES WRITER

!

On Friday, Oct. 28, Dr. Sarah
Cullison Gray gave the Thomas
McKenna Meredith '48 Lecture in
Environmental science. The lecture
entitled "Are our Oceans Acidic?" took
place at the Rittenberg lounge and
drew a crowd interested in environmental science.
Cullison Gray received her B.A. in
Chemistry from St. Mary's College of
Maryland in 2004 and her Ph.D. in
Environmental
and
Analytical
Chemistry from the University of
Montana in 2010. From September
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Cullison G ray is an environmental science fell ow.
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2010 to May 2011, Cullison Gray
taught science to elementary and middle school children as part of the
Science from Scientists program, a
Boston -based
non -profit program
intended to spread science to elementary students.
As the Thomas McKenna Meredith
'48
Postdoctoral
Fellow
in
Environmental Science, Cullison Gray
is teaching and researching at Trinity
for two years.
Cullison Gray teaches The Earth's
Climate, this fall, and will teach
Environmental Chemistry in the
Spring of 2012 and 2013, as well as an
elective course in the Fall of 2012.
While the majority of her prior
research has been in salt water, the
oceanographer is studying something a
bit different while m Hartford.
According to Cullison Gray, "At Trinity
research will focus more on freshwater
systems, so students can go into the
field and not travel as far. We are looking at rivers and small lakes in
Hartford, as well as north and south of
the city."
About one third of the carbon dioxide (C02) humans emit ends up in the
ocean. As oceans take in more C02, pH
levels lower.
Dropping pH levels means that the
Earth's natural water is becoming more
acidic. If the water becomes acidic
enough, many smaller organisms at the
bottom of the food chain will not be able
to survive. Any significant change at
the bottom of the food chain will
undoubtedly affect the rest of the
organisms.
The Friday afternoon presentation
focused primarily on two different
oceanic sites where Cullison Gray used

•

Submersible Autonomous Moored
Instruments (SAMI -pH) to measure the
amount of dissolved carbon dioxide in
the water.
The device was developed by
Cullison Gray's advisor at the
University of Montana to measure acidity, and it allows for measurements
with an accuracy of 0.002 pH units and
precision of 0.0007 pH units.
Cullison Gray used SAMis to con-
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COURTESY OF trincoll.edu
The ocea nographer also conducts resea rch ar Trin iry.

duct testing on coral reefs in La
Paraguera, Puerto Rico as well as in a
coastal upwelling in Monterey Bay,
California.
The presentation highlighted the
importance of such pH testing. Cullison
Gray was able to conclude, in both
areas, that there has been a significant
increase in C02 and therefore a
decrease in pH in the ocean in the postindustrial era. Cullison Gray predicts
an even greater increase is C02 levels
in the near future. Between 2035 and
2075, C02 levels are projected to
increase from 380 to 500 µatm
(microatmospheres). This increase
would result in a fairly large drop in pH
levels, compared to the natural drop in
levels seen over the pre-industrial era.
Organisms at the bottom of the food
chain, along with the coral studied, will
most likely be unable to survive with
such a C02 increase. According to
Cullison Gray, studies like hers are
important to predict the "effects we will
have on all of the animals."
For example, coastal areas are
breeding grounds for many fish. In the
future, if the fish larvae cannot grow,
there will be a decrease in fish popula tion.
Though exact numbers are not yet
known, we can predict that a decrease
in fish population could affect humans
who depend on the fish for food and
jobs.
Cullison Gray attacked a complicat ed subject and presented it in a clear
way, easy for students of all subjects t o
understand.
Donald Haffenden '14 remarked, "It
is a very underrated issue and the presentation brought to light the seriousness of it in a very effective way."
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Ton Ten Reasons we
loved the Snow Storm
1. Ugg Boots
2. Barbour Jackets
3. Sledding
4. Bulldlng Snowmen
9. Hot Apple Cider
&.Dressing llke •snow
Bunnies• for Halloween
7 .Cancelled Classes
8.Co111plalnlng
9. Using •snowed In• as
Excuse for Not Doing Work
1 O. Peter Ragosta
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Green Party Candidate Discusses Move to Ammend Campaign
continued from page 1
session by writing his four key
terms-democracy, legal personhood,
sovereignty, and corporation- on the
chalkboard in the McCook Auditorium.
Using the dynamic oratorical skills
that lead to his third party nomina tion, Cobb kicked off the discussion by
declaring that the United States is no
longer ruled by "We the People."
Instead, he argues that the social con·
tract between the people and the gov·

COURTESY OF www.iwantmyvote.com
Cobb came to Trinicy to discus amendment.

ernment has been rewritten over the
past century. In arguing this point,
Cobb introduced his first key term,
sovereignty. Meaning "authority to
rule", our constitution was based on
the premise that the people gave government the authority to rule. In our
governmental structure, the people
elect representatives, and in doing so,
they endow them with part of this
"right to rule." In contemporary politics however money, and not public
opinion or individual sovereignty,
endows elected officials with power.
Cobb stated, "in a political environment where money is power, money
itself is sovereign, and whoever has
the most of it is therefore granted the
"right to rule"". Furthermore, Cobb
believes that a republican government
is, in and of itself, "a contradiction" to
the term democracy, since the people
do not exert full power in government.
Instead, the public has lost a tremen·
dous amount of its power and influence
to a system that prioritizes deep cam·
paign chests and reelection campaigns
over responsiveness to public opinion.
After discussing the changing nar·
rative of our political system, Cobb
moved to his definition of legal person hood. He stated that "legal person·
hood can be understood to as "the ability to assert rights." In addition, Cobb
states that this right should belong to
people. In the wake of the Citizens
United decision however, corporations
now have the legal personhood neces-

sary to assert rights and liberties we
typically associate with "we the people."
Lastly, Cobb introduced his final
term, corporation. Cobb traced the
history of corporations in the United
States, and used this changing narra tive to show why they are not deserv·
ing of legal personhood. In the past,
one needed a temporally limited government sponsored charter in order to
obtain corporate rights. This meant
that the corporations of history were
few in number and needed to fulfill
their essential mission in using pri ·
vate investment to produce returns on
investment and increased social welfare. Cobb also noted that all 13 original colonies were, in fact , corporations
chartered by the King of England and
Parliament.
In today's political and economic
environment however, the barriers to
forming a corporation are a shadow of
their forbearers , and they no longer
face swift and serious consequences for
failing to fulfill their charters. In
doing so, corporations became less
responsive to both "we the people" and
the government, and they quickly took
advantage of the gap in responsibility
to increase their claims to various
social and economic rights. In 2009
they ultimately succeeded in Citizens
United by obtaining first amendment
rights, and therefore the ability to use
their considerable wealth to only further increase their substantial politi-

COURT ESY OF vrdigger.org
Cobb discusses the changes in our social contract.

cal influence. In conclusion, Cobb
stated that corporations effectively
rewrote the contract between the populous and government by making
money the prize in politics.
Cobb ended his discussion by further detailing the current and future
plans for Move to Amend, and discussed his views on the Occupy
protests. Prior to coming to speak on
campus Cobb had visited with, and
spoken to, the Occupy Hartford protestors in Bushnell Park, and completed
his lecture by offering further informa tion on both the protests and Move to
Amend to interested audience mem hers.

Dr.
Dear Dr. Trincest,

Dear Willy Wonka,
I think that the girl that I
have been hooking up with has
been doing the oompa loompa with
other Trin boys. She always talks
about how she loves swiuming in
the chocolate river similar to
the one in that candy factory.
How do I confront this girl with
a sweet tooth.

Sincerely,
Willy Wonka

You share a similar dilemma
with many other Trinity boys who
are worried about the whereabouts
of their significant others.
Although it does seem suspicious
that your girl continues to bring up
her need for candy, do not jump to
conlusions. Do a little bit of digging to find out some dirt.
Gather your friends Charlie,
Veruca and Violet and follow your
candy girl. If you do not find anything after an extensive investigation maybe you should just give
your lady friend some sugar and
see how it goes.

Are you currently mending a broken
heart? Wondering how to spice up
your usual hookup? In desperate need
of some wonderfal non-partial advice
from a trsuted sexpert and love
genius? Be sure to send all your questions to Dr. Trincest at tripod@trincol/.edu

$8000

Compensation of
per completed cycle will be
provided to adequately cover your expenses, time & effort.
Donors must be over 21 years of age and non-smokers.

For confidential information, please call

(860) 679-2430
The Center for Advanced
Reproductive Services
John Nulsen, MD • Claudio Benadiva, MD, HCLD • David Schmidt, MD
Lawrence Engmann, MD • Andrea DiLuigi, MD
Office Locations in Farmington & Hartford, CT

www.uconnfertility.com
The Center for Advanced Reproductive Services is part of the University of Connecticut Health Center.
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Independent Film Director John Sayles Comes to Trinity College
ERICA BERTOLI '14 &
MEREDITH MUNRO '15

John Sayles, arguably
"the" face of modern independent film -making, was on
Trinity's campus this past
Wednesday Oct. 26 to promote
the screening of his newest
film "Amigo" at Trinity's
Cinestudio. Before participating m the screening,
Sayles
visited Assistant
Professor of English Dr.
James
Younger's
"Introduction to Film Studies"
class.
After a brief introduction
of Sayles by Younger, Sayles
spent the class period engaging the students in a discussion of his work.
During his discussion with
the class, Sayles noted that
when making a movie "I feel
like I'm presenting a case in
court." Sayles films, such a s
"Amigo" and "Lone Star",
place strong emphasis on the
development of the film's
characters into realistic individuals.
This stems from Sayles
desire to tell the stories of
those individuals and events
that are u sually not depicted
the big screen . To Sayles,
he sees no reason why they
shouldn't be. When asked
how Sayles appearance in
class went, Rachael Burke '14
said "I'm especially interested in writing for film , and

although he's a directer he
talked a lot about the writer's
standpoint and that was very
interesting to hear since I am
interested in that. He also
answered everyone's questions well."
After
meeting
with
Younger's class, Sayles then
took a short break before
holding a discussion at 5:30
p.m. at Cinestudio.
The talk focused on the
history behind his new film ,
"Amigo." The film's plot is
centered
around
the
Philippine-America n
War,
which took place between
1899-1902.
And while
America won the war, the war
has only been depicted in
three films.
In making "Amigo," Sayles
continues his tradition of
telling the stories that are
usually not told. After the
discussion, the film was
screened at Cinestudio at
T30pm. Contributing writer
Meredith Munro '14 attended
the screening, and offers her
opinion of the movie below.
Sayles' has brought his
recent work, Amigo, to the
Cinestudio. Sayles' 17th feature film chronicles the struggle of Rafael, a village mayor,
during the War.
Played
by
renowned
Filipino actor Joel Torre,
Rafael is burdened with an
intense internal conflict.
Colonel Hardacre is a tough,
uncompromising
military

leader in charge of the
American soldiers who are
occupying Rafael's village; the
colonel pressures Rafael to
help the soldiers with their
quest for guerrilla fighters.
However, Rafael's brother,
Simon, is in charge of the
local guerrilla force.
Simon believes that anyone who cooperates with the
American forces is a traitor.
Herein lies Rafael's internal
struggle.
Rafael is faced with a
series of decisions that are
unique to his plight. He is an
ordinary citizen trapped in
the confines of an occupied
society.
This poignant drama tackles relationships, disloyalty,
love, and heart wrenching
violence. Amigo is a look at a
story otherwise untold; this
depiction of the PhilippineAmerican War is both informative and applicable to modern issues.
"Amigo" is a continuation
and revision of the film t echniques and topics that have
defined his career.
What
makes Sayles so interesting
however is not his ability to
create poignant independant
films but rather his ability to
create a career based on the
synthesis of a variety of
careers.
A film sceen writer, novelist and independent film
director, Sayles raises the bar
for all future movie directors.

CO URTESY OF www.zimbio.com
Jo hn Sayles, directo r of th e new independent film "Amigo," is pictured above.

COURTESY OF www.popculrureninja.com
A poster for John Sayles new film, "Amigo," screened on campus Wed. Oct. 26, 201 1.

Poignant German World War II Film Screened at Cinestudio
continued from page 1
quest of a journalist in Paris
as she unravels the story of
the Starzynski's, a Jewish
family in the summer of 1942,
only to realize that they are
unexpectedly interconnected
with her own family.
Over the span of two days
in July of 1942, German officials (German-occupied Paris)
instructed French police to
"round up" thousands of
Jewish immigrants along
with their families, and transport them to the Velodrome
d'Hiver site, and eventually
Auschwitz.
It is not that the film portrays characteristics of the
Holocaust in a way that has
never been seen before, it is
that Paquet- Brenner forces
the viewer to go through a
very intimate process of
understanding events like the
Holocaust for what they are.
The main actors in the film
expertly express emotions in a
way that feels close to home,
especially
Melusine
Mayance's portrayal of Sarah.
Despite her age, Mayance's
performance is noteworthy
because she perfectly balances the maturity a nd
doggednes s
necessary to

endure such pain, yet she
maintains a charming innocence that captivates the
human spirit.
It is especially significant
that Paquet-Brenner chose to
highlight the Velodrome
d'Hiver event considering
that it is not as publically
acknowledged, as it should be,
particularly
among
Americans.
By choosing to tell his
story through a modern day
journalist, he forces us to consider what we as individuals
might have done in this scenario. Would we have been
morally conscious or would we
have followed the mass?
It is quite easy to assume
that we would have all done
the right thing, yet, we forget
the circumstances surround ing their decisions; social
brainwashing, political influ ences, risking their personal
lives, etc.
Society often tries to brush
tragedies under the rug
because they expose an ugly
side of human nature that is
terrifying. Take a look at a
current international newspa per on any given day and you
will find surprising similari ties in our society; terrorism ,
wars, genocide, racial strug-

gles etc.
Many
have
critiqued
"Sarah's Key" in saying that
Paquet-Brenner's use of mod~rn day characters takes
away from the film's relevance and effect.
However, it is this aspect
that allows him to really highlight his message of the sepa ratism observed in today's
society. If this film were sim ply about the Starzynski's and
Val d'Hiver, it would have
been expected that he set
"Sarah's Key" in the past only.
It also would have been just
another moralistic portrayal
of the past.
In an interview, PaquetBrenner explains that every
generation should have a film
about these events t h at they
could relate to.
He went out on a limb and
the result was a gracefully
poignant, leaving us with
serious food for thought about
morality and the hardships of
being human.
Since its release, "Sarah's
Key" has grossed over $17.5
million internationally and
received a glowing review
from the Los Angeles Times
this summer. The reviewer
called the film a "powerful
and emotional" story.

"SUPERB"

COU RTESY OF hopelessblea.kdespair.com
The official movie poster for Paquet-Brenner's deeply touching story of"Sarah's Key."
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hARTford

Art-Tickle

Here Come the Mutherfu**ers

Seward Johnson

ERICA BERTOLI '14
ARTS EDITOR

Stephen Adly Guirgis' "The
Mutherfu**er with the Hat" American
Regional theater premiered Friday,
Oct. 14 at TheaterWorks in downtown
Hartford, Conn.
The show will run until Sunday
Dec. 4. The show originally premiered
on Broadway last May and ran until
June 2011. The cast is relatively small
and includes the characters Jackie,
Ralph, Veronica, Victoria, and Cousin
Julio.
The plot centers around Jackie, a
recently released and former drug
dealer and his girlfriend Veronica, who
still uses drugs. The conflict of the
plot stems from the interactions
between Jackie and Veronica, and
Ralph (Jackie's drug and parole counselor) and his wife Victoria. Jackie ini·tially accuses Veronica of cheating,
and it is ultimately revealed that she
is cheating ... with Ralph.
Victoria, desperate having
found this out, reveals to Jackie that
Ralph and Veronica slept together, and
then asks Jackie to sleep with her.
The play culminates with Ralph and
Jackie confronting each other in a
physical fight that results in, well,
nothing.
While the plot of the play seems
almost too fixed in the trenches of the
modern world (drugs and sex and then
some more), the play succeeds in
revealing the inner conflict each indi-

'

vidual faces between personal needs
and the stress those needs place on the
insitututions of modern society. The
show runs until Dec. 4, 2011 and can
be seen Tuesday-Thursday at 7:30pm,
Friday at 8p .m., Saturday at
2:30p.mm and 8p.m., and Sunday at
2:30p.m. at TheaterWorks City Arts on
233 Pearl Street, Hartford CT. For
tickets call 1-860-527-7838, or visit
theaterworkshartford.org.

KRISTINA SMITHY '14
ARTS EDITOR

Seward Johnson is an American artist known for his oil painted bronze
statues. Johnson started out as a painter until 1968 when he turned his focus
to sculpting. Most of his statues depict living people engaged in day-to-day
activities. He wants his art to convice the audience of something that isn't real
and that changes their perception of things. He wants the piece to be intimate
and personal and make the viewer feel vulnerable. Much of his work involves
"real looking" people in public places. Some of it includes men on benches, children in parks, scenes depicting office life, as well as people reading. One of his
largest and most dramatic works is entitled "The Awakening" and it portrays a
giant trying to break free from the ground. In another collection of his, he
takes his audience into classical works by making them three dimensional and
brining them to life. For instance, he depicts Van Gogh's Bedroom in Arles and
makes the bedroom three dimenional allowing the audience to connect with it
on an entirely different level. In another one of his collections he depicts icons
such as Marilyn Monroe and the classic ''Victory Kiss" picture.

COURT ESY OF www.theaterwockshartford.org

COURTESY OF farm3.static.flickr.com

Hartford TheaterWorks poster for the new show.

Johnson's "The Awakening." The sculpture was originally placed in Hains Point, Washington DC in 1980.

... Jl:N'D TJfIS 'WTTX IN Jl1l'I'S
ART NEWS FROM THE WORLD AT LARGE
ERICA BERTOLI '14 & KRISTINA SMITHY '14

We've listed art news from the week below, complete with
a brief recap. Our favorites this week include the Jersey
Shore's arrival at UChicago and Winehouse's final album.

- On Dec. 5th, 2011 Arny Winehouse' s "last" album, titled
"Lioness: Hidden Treasures" will be released. The album
will be released by Island Records and includes both
original and cover songs.
- The Jersey Shore (figuratively) arrived at the University of
Chicago during UChicago's conference on Jersey Shore
Studies, attended by sociologists, media-studies scholars and
philosphers alike. The subjects of the study were unable to
attend, as Snookie was too busy "snuggling" with Vinny.
-Russia's Bolshoi Theater Reopened this past week after its
six year restoration was completed. The theater is
considered to be symbolic of the arts in Russia.
- After his stint on "Dancing with the Stars," Chaz Bono
was recognized by the Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against
Defamation (GLADD) as telling his story "with such
humble generosity."
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Downtown Hartford Gets
"Spicy" With Boisvert Mural
KRISTINA SMITHY '14
ARTS EDITOR

A new edition was made to the walls
of City Hall. Ethan Boisvert painted a
30-foot colorful mural- "Spicy City."
This mural was commissioned by
Hartford's CONNETIC dance for the
company's contemporary rendition of
the holiday classic "The Nutcracker"
called "Nutcracker Suite & Spicy." The
showed premiered last year at the
Aetna Theatre of the Wadsworth
Atheneum. The dance company fuses
their sense of humor and fusion of ballet
with other athletic dance forms to the
holiday production. It will include ''The
Snow Ball" of snowflakes dancing a sultury Arabian duet.

Boisvert is a mutli-disciplinary
artist who has a Bachelor of Fine Arts
from the Hartford Art School in sculpture. He focuses mainly on painting,
drawing and photography. His exhibits
have been shown in Connecticut and in
New York.
Boisvert primarily focuses on twodimensional, structured, large abstract
paintings that sythesize purified styles,
drawn mostly from the modernist era,
with patterns created by home-made
tools such as bubble wrap and paper
cups.
He likes to experiment with size and
scale while expanding the planes he
paints on. He paints on wood because it
brings together both sculpture and
paintings.
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"Spicy C ity," the mural by Boisvert that add ed splashes of color to the wall of Hartford's C ity Hall.
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Win Sets Up Big Game Season Comes to a Close for W. Soccer
at Amherst on Nov. 5
SOPHIE GOODWIN '12
STAFF WRITER

continued from page 16
lead for the first time in the
second period with a rushing
score from eight yards out by
running back Ben Crick '14,
the sophomore's fourth consecutive game with a score on the
ground. That made it 21-7 for
the Bantams with seven minutes left in the half, but
Devanney's men refused to
take their foot off the gas
pedal as the half wound down.
Wide receiver A.J. Jones '14
scored twice in the half's final
four minutes, hauling in a 34
yard scoring pass from quarterback Hedley Jennings '14
and a 15 yard strike from
Burgess within three minutes
of each other to widen the
Bantam advantage to 35-7.
''It was all in the gameplan,"
said Jones, who racked up 135
receiving yards to go along with
his two touchdowns. ''The team
needed the receivers to step ~p
and make some plays and I just
tried to make the best of my
opportunities."
''They blitzed the heck out of
us," added Devanney. "A.J. ran
his routes very well so we let
him loose, and he took advantage of it." Wide receiver Drew
Grombala '13 got in on the
action for himself in the early
stages of the fourth quarter, closing out the scoring with a beautiful 21-yard touchdown run to
add salt to the Panthers'
wounds.
The biggest story of the
day, despite the offensive
explosion and exceptional performance by Jones, had to be
the Trinity defense. The unit
lost its shutout streak at three
games but held the best passing offense in the NESCAC,
which was averaging more
than 400 yards per game this
year prior to Saturday, to only
144 yards.

"We were aggressive all
day," said Devanney. "We really practiced our route coverages all week in practice,
because we knew that's what
we needed to shut this team
down. We got some pass interference penalties called on us
early because of how aggressive we were but I think we
responded well and stuck with
our game plan."
The Bantam run defense,
despite losing captain and AllAmerican Walter Fallas '12
because of an injury in the
first quarter, was dominant
again, preventing the opposition from gaining 100 yards on
the ground for the sixth consecutive contest.
Trinity was led in tackles
by linebacker Mark Snyder
'12, who made 10 stops and
recovered a fumble , while
Fallas made eight stops before
going down and Brett Cde
Baca '14 broke up seven plays.
"I'm really proud of the way
our defense responded to
adversity, especially after we
lost Walter in the first quarter," said Goniprow. "They
scored on us early, but we still
found a way to make enough
plays to stop an elite and
explosive offense."
Looking ahead to this weekend, the Bantams will travel to
Amherst College to take on the
6-0 Lord Jeffs in a game that is
sure to have NESCAC title
implications.
''They are just a really solid
football team from top to bottom," said coach Devanney when
asked about his opponents.
''They attack you in a bunch of
different ways on offense and
they don't let you get the big
play of on defense. We are going
to need our best game as a team
in order to beat them." Kickoff
on Saturday, Nov. 5 is scheduled
for 1 p.m. at Amherst.

Tuesday afternoon marked
the end of the season for the
Trinity women's soccer team.
The Lady Bantams traveled to
Middletown, Conn. to challenge the
Cardinals of
Wesleyan University in a New
England
Small
College
Athletic Conference (NESCAC)
competition.
Trinity's 2-1 loss closed
their season at 5-7-2 overall
and 2-6-2 in the NESCAC and
eliminated the opportunity for
post-season play.
Though their efforts did
not translate into a victory,
the Lady Bantam's final game
was a true demonstration of
their talents. In the 22nd
minute of the game, co-captain Jenny Ley '12 capitalized

on a mistake by a Wesleyan
defender, seizing possession of
the ball and sending it to the
back of the net.
The Bantams maintained
their 1-0 lead through halftime and for most of the game.
However, the Cardinal sophomore Kerry Doyle scored twice
within the final ten minutes of
the game to claim the win and
a spot m the NESCAC
Tournament.
The Bantams, who outshot
the Cardinals 15-10, found a
myriad of shooting opportunities throughout the game,
though only one found its way
past
Wesleyan's
keeper.
Goalkeeper Lily Pepper '12
recorded two saves for Trinity.
The Trinity women's soccer
team is graduating seven seniors, each of whom have made
a tremendous impact through-

out their careers at Trinity.
Leigh Howard, Jenny Ley,
Lily Pepper, Katie Giberson,
Shawna Altdorf,
Kristen
Ramsay
and
Courtney
DeVinney all concluded successful collegiate careers on
Tuesday and will be missed
next season.
Though the Lady Bantams
did not qualify for the NESCAC
post-season contests, the seniors enjoyed a competitive sea son, marked by intensity, drive
and teamwork - a trifecta that
has brought the team great
success.
Midfielder Elisa Dolan '15
shares, ''both on and off the
field, our seniors have been
truly amazing leaders and
mentors. Though there will
certainly be a void without
them next season, their legacies will always survive."

St. Louis Cardinals Win World Series
KAYLA CHADWICK '12
STAFF WRITER

Despite worries from baseball elite that this year's
World Series would be boring
and unprofitable due to the
absence of large-market teams
full of superstars, it turned
out to be one of the most exciting Fall Classics in years.
Their concerns were certainly valid, as the biggest
audiences will typically tune
in when teams from either
coast are involved. But this
Series
was,
as
Sports
Illustrated put it, "Central
Casting," with both the
American League (AL) and
National
League
(NL)
Pennants going to teams far
from the coasts, the Texas
Rangers and St.
Louis
Cardinals, respectively.
The network carrying the
Series also doesn't begin to
make a profit unless the two
teams play five or more games
in the best of seven series;
since they pay Major League
Baseball so much money to
gain the exclusive televising
rights, the advertising revenue after just four games
(like the sweeps in 2004, 2005,
and 2007) barely covers their
costs.

If a Series reaches seven
games, like this one, the network
can
charge
huge
amounts of money on advertising slots to get a return on
their large investment.
The games themselves
were particularly compelling:
on one side you had the
Rangers, who have never won
a World Series (including in
their time as the Washington
Senators), who were back
after losing to the San
Francisco Giants in last year's
Fall Classic and who had been
the no-doubt winners of the
AL West for quite some time.
Across the diamond you had
the Cinderella story:
the
Cardinals had been ten games
back in the Wild Card race with
a month to play, and had just a
1.1 percent chance of even seeing the playoffs, before taking
down the Braves to make it in,
then the favored Phillies (who
had been practically crowned
World Champs in February),
and the Brewers.
While Texas hunted fruitlessly for it's first title, St.
Louis tried to provide more
incentive for free-agent to be
Albert Pujols to stay with the
team this offseason, and it
might have worked. When
asked if a repeat would be pos-

sible in 2012, Pujols grinned
and said, "Why not?"
The Series itself was compelling all the way through, as
the two teams traded victories
through Game 4, and then
Texas gained a 3-2 advantage
by winning Game 5.
If you didn't watch what
happened next, you missed a
heck of a game. Game 6 was
one for the ages: the Rangers
were one strike away from winning thei.r first title - twiee.
They had a two-run lead in
both the ninth and 10th
innings, and then David Freese
and Lance Berkman (both with
two strikes against them) batted in the tying runs. Freese
hit a walkoff home run in the
bottom of the 11th inning to
send the Series to its seventh
game.
After the drama of Game 6,
Game 7 was slightly less exciting, as the Cards earned the
lead in the third and never
relinquished it. Hometown boy
David Freese was named World
Series MVP, and the city of St.
Louis earned the right to party
in the streets for the second
time in five years. Despite the
absence of a big-market team,
this World Series was one for
the ages - it's only too bad that
it's over.

Bantams Win in Overtime vs. Jumbos
continued from page 16

COURTESY OF MARCUS BULLEN '13
Ryan Burgess '13 finished the day with 11~ yards passing and one touchdown vs. Middlebury.

Polar Bears two weeks ago, and
if a few whistles hadn't been
blown, the Bantams easily could
have emerged victorious.
Trinity also has some
momentum on their side, as they
defeated Wesleyan University
last Wednesday, Oct. 26 by a
score of 2-1 with goals by
Duncan and Snite.
Dinallo notched six saves as
Wesleyan managed twice as
many shots at Trinity, though
Trinity did have the advantage
m corners.
When asked how
it felt to
I
finally defeat Tufts in the play-

offs, Coach Anne Parmenter
offered
just
one
word:
"Awesome." Awesome, indeed.
The Bantams will travel to
Bowdoin next Saturday, Nov. 5
to take on the Polar Bears in the

quarterfinals. The winner will
advance to play the winner of
Middlebury
College
and
Amherst
College in the
NESCAC Championship on
Sunday, Nov. 6.

COURTESY OF athletics.trincoll.edu
Caroline Snite '12 scored the game-winning goal in double overtime vs. Tufts on Saturday.
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Bantam Defense Leads Way in Win Field Hockey Advances
With Win Over Tufts
HARRY HAWKINGS '14
STAFF WRITER

This past Saturday, the
Trinity College Bantams football
team
crushed
the
Middlebury College Panthers
42-7 in New England Small
College Athletic Conference
(NESCAC)
action
in
Middlebury, Vt. With their
win, the Bantams maintained
their share of the NESCAC
lead with a 6-0 record and
have now won 12 in a row
overall dating back to last sea son.
Their victory also halted a
two game team losing streak
at Middlebury, having suffered
losses there in 2007 and 2009.
"It was great to win this
game," said head coach Jeff
Devanney. "In this league, you
can't afford to do anything but
take it one game at a time,
because if you lose, your
chances of a title go down the
drain. I was very proud of our
focus today."
The Bantams got off to a
flying start, taking the lead
less than three minutes into
the game. With Middlebury
Q.riving and in 1 Trip.ity'~ half of
the ·field, linebacker Stephen
Goniprow '14 stole the momentum for his team when he
intercepted junior Panther
qua'I'terback Andy Dittrich's

KAYLA CHADWICK '12
STAFF WRITER

COURTESY O F MARCUS BU LLEN ' 13
The defense returned two interceptions fo r touchdowns in the first quarter vs. Middlebury.

pass and ran it back 71 yards
for a 7-0 Bantam lead.
"That was a great play by
Stephen," said Devanney. "He
read that route perfectly and
was able to step up and pick it
off to make a big play for us
early in the game."
Said
Goniprow, "We knew coming
into the game that Middlebury
liked to run option routes to
their receivers. I got a good
read and was fortunate
enough to make a play on the
ball."
Despite the early setback,
the Panthers' high-octane
attack responded immediately,
punching home a one-yard
touchdown run on their next
series. After a quick threeand -out by the Bantams,
Middlebury got the ball back

deep in their own territory.
Once more, the Bantams were
able to come up with a huge
interception, as this time it
was safety Rae Haynes '13
who picked off Dittrich and
ran it back for a score from 29
yards out. "It helps to have
the defense get two touchdowns before we even really
get on the field," said quarterback Ryan Burgess '13, who
threw for 11 7 yards and a
touchdown. "That was huge."
In the second quarter, the
Bantams began to find the
offensive momentum that had
been missing in the first quarter, scoring three times to put
the game out of reach for their
hosts. Trinity extended their

see WIN on page 15

Trinity field hockey upset the
Tufts University Jumbos this
Saturday, Oct. 29 to advance to
the second round of the New
England Small College Athletic
Conference
(NESCAC)
Tournament.
It took two overtimes, but
the Bantams were able to outlast the Jumbos, earning a ticket to a showdown with the undefeated Bowdoin College Polar
Bears in Brunswick, Maine next
weekend.
After losing to Tufts in a single overtime during the regular
season, this victory was particularly sweet ·and not short on
drama as the two teams tried to
beat the impending snowstorm
during two sudden-death overtime periods.
Entering Saturday's game,
the Bantams were rated at No. 5
in the NESCAC and No. 16
nationally, while the Jumbos
were ranked No. 4 in the conference (No. 13 nationally). Trinity
notched the first goal of the
game when Hadley Duncan '13
scored off an assist from Julia
Rivera '14 with about seven minutes remaining in the first half.

After the break, Tufts tied it
up with a penalty corner as junior Kelsey Perkins tipped in a
shot from Rachel Gerhardt
about twelve minutes into the
second half. The score would
remain tied through the rest of
regulation play and the entire
first overtime before Caroline
Snite '12 took matters into her
own hands.
After a defensive save in
Trinity's circle, Snite made a
pass to Courtney Wynne '15 who
immediately took off on a breakaway. Meanwhile, Snite was
hustling to stay with her and
open for a pass, so that when
Wynne's shot bounced off of a
gaalpost Snite was there to tip in
the winning goal for the
Bantams.
Goalkeeper Gina
Dinallo '12 recorded six saves in
the win.
This victory is particularly
gratifying, as Trinity has fallen
to Tufts three times in the last
three years in some stage of the
NESCAC tournament.
The prospect of playing
undefeated Bowdoin in the next
round might seem daunting, but
Trinity played one of their best
games all season against the

see BANTAMS on page 15

Men's Soccer Outlasts Elements, Connecticut College in 2-1 Win
MAX deLONE '12
STAFF WRITER

The Trinity College men's
soccer team began their week
on Wednesday,-Oct. 26 by traveling to Wesleyan University to
close out the New England
Small
College
Athletic
Conference (NESCAC) regular
season.
Having already
clinched a spot in the NESCAC
tournament, the Bantams
were looking to secure the
third overall seed by handing
an undefeated Wesleyan team
their first loss of the season.
The first goal of the match
came in the 18th minute off the

foot of Trinity forward Timothy
Shea '15. Open in the middle of
the box, Shea received a cross
from teammate forward Dan
Mayernick '12 and calmly
tucked the ball inside the left
post for the first goal of his collegiate career.
Just five minutes later
Mayernick added an insurance
goal, his team-leading eighth
of the season. After beating
two
Wesleyan
defenders,
Mayernick ripped a low shot
again just inside the left post.
With the Bantams holding
the 2-0 lead at halftime,
Wesleyan came out in the second half looking to respond but

COU RTESY OF fl ickr user BantamSports
Shaun McGan n ' 14 and the Bantams will play Williams next weekend in the semifinals.

ran into Trinity's consistently
strong defense and goalkeeping.
Co-captain goalie Grant
Schonberg '12 continued to
show the good form that has
characterized his season, finishing with seven saves,
including a diving parry on a
free kick in the 5lst minute to
maintain the 2-0 lead and
hand Wesleyan their first loss
of the season.
Riding the momentum from
Wednesday's win, the Bantams
hosted Connecticut College on
Saturday, Oct. 29 in the quarterfinals of the NESCAC
Tournament. Despite moving
the start time of the game from
12:30 p.m. to 11:00 a.m. , the
incoming
snowstorm
was
unavoidable and provided a
dramatic setting for the first
round of postseason play.
After nearly conceding a
goal early on a shot from
Connecticut
College
that
deflected off the crossbar,
Trinity opened a 1-0 lead when
midfielder Graham Goldstein
'14 hammered in an excellent
cross from co-captain Wesley
Updike '12.
Trinity maintained the lead
into halftime and continued to
dominate in the second half,
controlling play until they
finally capitalized in the 56th

Mayemick scored one of two goa ls in the Bantam's 2.0 win in the regular season finale .

minute. Mayernick worked the
ball down to the goal line and
played a cross to an open Shea
who volleyed in his second goal
of the season, increasing the
Trinity lead to 2-0.
Then the snow started to
fall and turned the game into a
dogfight, allowing Connecticut
College to score on a sloppy
play in the box off of a corner in
the 8lst minute.
The Bantams remained
calm and dominated possession in the final nine minutes
to end the game victorious, 2-1.
Trinity is having an historic
season, advancing to the
NESCAC Semifinals for the
second time in program histo-

ry. The Bantams, who have
won four in a row, will play
Williams College on Saturday,
Nov. 5 at Amherst College with
a chance to advance to the
NESCAC Finals on Sunday,
Nov. 6. Trinity's regular season game versu s Williams
ended in a 1-1 tie after t wo
overtimes in early September.
The men's t eam would gain
an automatic bid to the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association
(NCAA)
Tournament with a win in the
NESCAC Finals. Trinity would
have a chance at an 'at large'
NCAA bid in the event of a loss
in the conference semifinals or
finals.

